
“DO THE WRITE THING CHALLENGE” 

COVER SHEET 
AND 

STUDENT AND PARENT/GUARDIAN CONSENT STATEMENT 

Please Type (Preferred) or Print Legibly in Black/Blue Ink 

Thank you for participating in the “Do the Write Thing” Challenge.  To have your entry considered for 
selection as a Student National Ambassador, you and a parent or guardian must complete this Cover Sheet 

and sign the Student and Parent/Guardian Consent Statement below. 
 
Student’s First Name: ___________________   Student’s Last Name: ___________________ 
 
School: ___________________________  School’s Phone Number: (       ) ______ -_________  
 
Grade: ________ Parent’s Full Name: _________________________________________ 
 
Student’s Home Address:   _______________________________________________________ 
        
          _______________________________________________________ 
 
Student’s/Parent’s Cell Phone Number: (       ) ______ -_________  Student’s Gender: _____ 
 
Teacher’s Full Name: ____________________Teacher’s Cell Number: (      ) _____-______ 
 
Teacher’s Email Address:________________________________________________________ 
 

STUDENT AND PARENT/GUARDIAN CONSENT STATEMENT 
The National Campaign to Stop Violence (NCSV), which sponsors the “Do the Write Thing Challenge,” 
will publish selected students writings and quotations in a book and in a discussion paper on youth 
violence.  Before publishing your writing, the NCSV requires your written consent and the written consent 
of a parent or guardian. If you and your parent or guardian agree to permit the NCSV to publish your 
writing, please sign the statement following: We agree to give ownership of the attached student writing to 
the National Campaign to Stop Violence so that it can be considered for recognition and published.  The 
NCSV may further disclose the writing to the media and other parties as part of their national program. As 
writings including factual life experiences may receive favorable response from the judges we ask that the 
parent/guardian attest that the writing is either true to the best of their knowledge or has been labeled as 
fictional. 
 
__________________________________          _________________________________ 
Student’s Signature   Date       Parent’s Signature                  Date 
 
__________________________________          _________________________________ 
Student’s Email Address         Parent’s Email Address 
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2019 Do the Write Thing Challenge 
Teacher Information and Feedback 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Thank you for helping your students to participate in the Do the Write Thing Challenge. Your contact 
information is very important--as much of the activity in the program takes place during the summer months and 
it is crucial that we are able to contact you directly.  If you have any questions, please contact Chicago 
coordinator, Lisa O’Gara at 312.993.2642 or lisa.ogara@lw.com. 

 
Teacher’s Name:   ___________________________________________ 
 
 
Teacher’s Home/Cell Number ___________________________________________ 
 
 
Best Email Address to reach you: ___________________________________________ 
 
 
School’s Name:   ___________________________________________ 
 
 
School’s Phone Number:  ___________________________________________ 
 
School’s Fax:    ___________________________________________ 
 
Principal’s Name:   ____________________________________________ 
 
Principal’s Email Address:  ____________________________________________ 
 
1. How many of your students submitted writings for the 2018 Challenge? 
 
 
2. If you had a classroom discussion regarding youth violence, would you let us know the top 
three causes of youth violence identified by your students in their discussion and writing? 
 
 
 
 
3. If you had a classroom discussion regarding youth violence, what were the top three 
solutions for youth violence identified by your students in their discussion and writings? 
 
 
 
 
4. We’d be delighted with any additional feedback you’d like to share. 



Do the Write Thing Chicago on Social Media 
Highlights from 2018 

 
Our 2018 student ambassadors met Senator Dick Durbin in Washington, D.C. while 
they were attending the DtWT national recognition ceremony over the summer.  
 

 

 

 

 



Our 2018 student ambassadors participated in a roundtable discussion about youth 
violence hosted by U.S. Representative Bobby Rush and U.S. Senator Tammy 
Duckworth at the Gary Comer Youth Center.  
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS 

FOR THE 

2018-2019 

“DO THE WRITE THING CHALLENGE” PROGRAM 

 

Thank you for involving your 6th, 7th and 8th grade students in the 2019 “Do the Write 
Thing” Challenge.  All across America, students like yours are rising to the challenge of doing 
something to end youth violence.  The “Challenge” gives middle school students an opportunity 
to examine the impact of violence on their lives and to communicate in written form what they 
think should be done to reduce youth violence.  Personal responsibility is emphasized.  By 
encouraging students to make personal commitments to do something about the problem, the 
program ultimately seeks to give them the opportunity to break the cycles of violence in their 
homes, schools and neighborhoods.  Your involvement and support are crucial to the success of 
the “Challenge” in your school.  

Please review the following materials concerning program rules, entry deadlines, 
selection criteria, classroom discussion, and student recognition before presenting the program to 
your students. 

Program Rules 

The following guidelines for the preparation of student writings have been distributed to 
all participating superintendents, principals and teachers: 

♦ Students may use any form of written expression (e.g. essays, poems, plays or songs) 
as long as the language is positive and not derogatory.  Students may submit only one 
entry per year.  All entries must be the work product of only one student. 

♦ Student entries, at minimum, should address three questions: How has violence 
affected my life?  What are the causes of youth violence?  What can I do about 
youth violence?  Writings that do not address these questions will not be advanced in 
the selection process. 

♦ Entries should be approximately 500 to 1000 words in length.  Written forms of 
expression such as poetry that by its nature may be shorter, may contain fewer than 
500 words. 

♦ Entries must be typed or written legibly in black ink on 8 1/2" x 11" paper.  Only one 
side of the paper may be used and the pages should be numbered. 

♦ Entries must be in English. 
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♦ If a story is fictional, it must be identified as such to be advanced in the selection 
process, however, strong preference will be given to non-fiction in final selection 
process. 

♦ If the student participant uses a quotation or another person's material in his or her 
entry, the entry must identify whose work is being used by citing the person's name or 
citing the source of the material.  Writings based upon plagiarism will not be 
advanced in the selection process. 

♦ Entries must have a "Cover Sheet" with the consent statement signed by the 
participating student and a parent or guardian.  No personal information should 
appear on the body of the written entry.  Entries without a signed Cover Sheet will 
not be advanced in the selection process.  (See the Cover Sheet and the Student and 
Parent/Guardian Consent Statement (“Cover Sheet”) enclosed in this packet of 
materials.) 

♦ Entries must be submitted in the form that they are received from the student writer.  
Editing for content, grammar or spelling by someone other than the student is not 
permitted. 1 

Submission Deadlines 

All entries with a Cover Sheet attached must be submitted to the local coordinator 
of the National Campaign to Stop Violence by ___FRIDAY, JANUARY 25, 2019___.  

Selection Criteria 

Entries will be reviewed by your jurisdiction’s “Do the Write Thing” Committee, the 
coalition of business, community and governmental leaders that oversees and administers the 
“Challenge” in your area.  Entries will be selected on the basis of content, originality and 
responsiveness to the three questions: How has violence affected my life?  What are the causes 
of youth violence?  What can I do about youth violence?  Grammar and spelling will not be 
used as criteria for selection. 

In their writings, students should be encouraged to describe what they feel are the causes 
of youth violence and to offer specific suggestions about what they as individuals can do to 
reduce violence in their homes, schools and neighborhoods.  Personal responsibility for 
responding to the problem of youth violence should be emphasized.  Students should be 
encouraged to share personal experiences about the impact of violence on their lives and the 
lives of their peers.  The panel of judges in your area will be looking at how well your students 
present their views on these matters. 

                                                 
1 Teachers, please send us the writings and the Cover Sheets of all of the students who submit an entry.  In this 
program, everybody who makes a good-faith effort to participate deserves to be recognized and have his or her work 
considered in the selection process.  
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Classroom Discussion 
 
Classroom discussion is not mandatory for participation in the “Challenge”.   

However, over the years we have found that students and their teachers gain much from the 
bonding that can result from the exchanges about the impact of youth violence that occur in pre-
writing classroom discussions. Teachers have indicated that they are amazed at the openness and 
honesty of these classroom discussions.  They also indicate that these discussions present 
excellent opportunities to identify and prevent youth problems before they reach crisis 
proportions.  

Many of the teachers whose classes have participated in the “Challenge” in the past have 
invited outside speakers knowledgeable about youth violence issues to lead pre-writing 
discussions.  Other teachers have provided their students with selected readings or newspaper 
articles about violence in advance of the discussion to stimulate thought.  Speakers or articles, 
which emphasize personal responsibility on the part of students for responding to the problem of 
violence, have proven to be particularly useful.   

Below are some questions designed to generate discussion among your students before 
they prepare their entries for the “Challenge”.  For other ideas, please visit www.dtwt.org. 

Questions to Consider: 

• How does violence affect your daily lives? 
• Where are you confronted by violence? Your home?  Your school?  Your 

neighborhood? 
• What are some of the causes of youth violence in your community? 
• What can you as an individual do to reduce youth violence in your 

community? 
 

Common Core Standards 
 
     The “Do the Write Thing Challenge” has been reviewed by a panel of highly qualified public 
school teachers for compliance with Common Core standards.  The “Challenge” meets all of the 
English Language Arts Standards in Writing for Grades 7 and 8.  (Standards W.7.1 through 
W.7.10 and W.8.1 through W.8.10) Please note that we have determined Standards W.7.2 and 
W.8.2 to only be applicable to nonfiction submissions.  (Please see attached schedule for more 
details on the “Challenge” fulfilling Common Core Standards) 
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Student Recognition 

Local Level: 

Each jurisdiction participating in the “Challenge” has established a “Do the Write 
Thing” Committee to coordinate the program.  A “jurisdiction” may be a city, a county, a city-
county combination or even an entire state.  A complete listing of participating localities can be 
found on the National Campaign to Stop Violence website, www.dtwt.org.  Most “Do the 
Write Thing” Committees will organize a recognition ceremony to honor the boy and girl from 
each participating middle school who are selected as School Ambassadors. 2  In addition to the 
"School Ambassadors" from each school, you, along with the students' parents and your 
principal, will be invited to attend the recognition ceremony.  Most “Do the Write Thing” 
Committees will also publish the writings of all their "School Ambassadors" and distribute the 
publication to area community, business and governmental leaders.3 

National Level: 

Each “Do the Write Thing” Committee will designate two “National Ambassadors.” The 
two National Ambassadors along with each student’s teacher and one parent or guardian will be 
invited by the National Campaign to Stop Violence to attend the “Do the Write Thing” 
Challenge National Recognition Week activities in Washington, D.C. in July of 2019.4  

The majority of the costs for the National Recognition Week activities will be paid by our 
primary sponsors: the Kuwait-America Foundation and the Kuwait Foundation for the 
Advancement of Science.  The people of Kuwait have donated money to the “Do the Write 
Thing” campaign for over 20 years.  This has been done to say thank you to the American 
people for the liberation of Kuwait in 1991.  In addition, Southwest Airlines provides the airfare 
for our participants traveling to Washington, D.C.  

During past National Recognition Weeks, National Ambassadors have met with a United 
States Supreme Court Judge, the United States Secretary of Education, the Attorney General of 
the United States, the United States Secretary of Interior, Members of Congress and many 
notable celebrities to discuss the problem of youth violence.  A highlight of the National 
Recognition Week is placing a book of the writings of the 2019 student national ambassadors in 
the Library of Congress, ensuring that the students’ words will be available to all and for future 
generations. In addition, students have been honored at embassy receptions hosted by the State of 
Kuwait.  

 
                                                 
2 Schools with fewer than twenty-five entries will be grouped together for review and School Ambassador selection 
purposes. 
3 While all “Do the Write Thing” Committees are encouraged to hold local recognition ceremonies and publish 
books of student writings, and while most local “Do the Write Thing” Committees do undertake these activities, the 
responsibility for organizing and funding these functions rests with each local Committee.  Some start-up 
Committees do not initiate these functions during the early years of operation.    
4 Jurisdictions must have at least 500 student writings to qualify for participation in the National Recognition Week 
activities in Washington, D.C. 
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Do the Write Thing  
and Common Core  

State Standards 
 

 Writing is the core component of the “Do the Write Thing” Challenge (DtWT). After classroom discussions about youth violence, participating middle school students are asked by their teachers to make a commitment not to be involved in violence and provide written answers to three questions:  1. How has violence affected my life? 2. What are the causes of youth violence? 3. What can I do to reduce youth violence?  The DtWT experience is flexible, allowing for adaptation as needed by school districts and individual classrooms. Thus, the writing component of DtWT can cover significant portions of the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts: 
 

Writing  Essays that include a narrative component, such as those that address the first question, can fulfill 3.A-E for grades 6, 7, and 8.  Essays that address the second two questions can fulfill 1.A-E, 2.A-F, 7, 8, and 9 for grades 6, 7, and 8.  All essays can be used to fulfill 4 for grades 6, 7, and 8.  Depending on the level of teacher involvement in students’ writing for the DtWT Challenge, the program can be used to fulfill 5 (peer review), 6 (technology), and 10 (writing over a range of time and revision) for grades 6, 7, and 8. 
 

Speaking and Listening  Classroom discussions, before and after presenting DtWT can be used to fulfill 1.B-D for grades 6, 7, and 8.   6th Grade 7th Grade 8th Grade Writing 6.1.A-E 7.1.A-E 8.1.A-E 6.2.A-F 7.2.A-F 8.2.A-F 6.3.A-E 7.3.A-E 8.3.A-E 6.4 7.4 8.4 6.5 7.5 8.5 6.6 7.6 8.6 6.7 7.7 8.7 6.8 7.8 8.8 6.9 7.9 8.9 6.10 7.10 8.10 Speaking & Listening 6.1.B-D 7.1.B-D 8.1.B-D 
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Benefits of the “Do the Write Thing” Challenge 

as documented by the 
University of Texas at El Paso 

 
 
FOR EDUCATORS 

• Facilitates discussions that result in greater tolerance and compassion 
• Establishes mutually trusted relationships with students 
• Heightens awareness of healing and bonding between students and their families 
• Increases knowledge about students leading to 1) attitudinal changes and 2) adapting their instruction 

 
FOR STUDENTS 

• Creates greater empathy and understanding for victims of violence 
• Encourages more positive behaviors and attitudes toward peers and teachers 
• Creates a belief that their positive actions can make a difference 
• Increases tolerance and reduces judgment regarding differences among peers 
• Increases communication with peers and family members, rather than resorting to violence 

 
FOR PARENTS 

• Initiates a better understanding of the impact of violence on their children 
• Fosters an understanding of their child’s concerns 
• Improves communication at home with children and spouse 
• Creates a greater awareness of violence in the school and community 

 
You can bring these benefits to your school or classroom by contacting 
Lisa Cone at info@dtwt.org or 1-800-256-0235. 
Join the 100,000 students who participate in the DtWT Challenge each 
year. 
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The “Do the Write Thing” Challenge Program Can Change Minds 
 
The “Changing Minds” campaign is sponsored by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention.  According to OJJDP, in 2015, 60% of all American youth were exposed to violence, crime or 
abuse.  Based on scientific research from Harvard, the research reveals that a child’s positive and negative 
experiences literally shape and reshape the brain.  The more a child witnesses violence, the more neural 
connections are created in the regions of the brain that involve fear, anxiety and impulsiveness…while 
fewer are created in regions that involve reasoning, planning and behavior control.  This increased stress 
can lead to “long-term behavioral and physiological disorders” including depression, drug abuse, diabetes, 
stroke and inflammation patterns.  
 
However, the young brain is malleable.  Fostering stable, supportive relationships can prevent or help 
reverse this damage, resulting in lifelong benefits for the child’s learning, behavior and overall health. 
 
“Do the Write Thing” Challenge is a proven program that can mitigate the negative impact of violence on a 
child when teachers, educators and volunteers open pathways using the “Five Gestures” suggested by 
OJJDP to help heal a child. 
 
CELEBRATE 

• Publically recognize and praise children  
• Encourage children to try new things and teach them about being kind and helpful to others 
• Engage children in open ended thinking 
• Encourage positive interactions between children and their peers and teachers 

COMFORT 
• Offer children safe ways to express their feelings and ideas 
• Help children empathize and take others’ perspectives 
• Expand children’s network of consistently caring adults 

LISTEN 
• Encourage children to express their feelings and thoughts 
• Be open to their ideas and opinions 
• Help children to express their experiences and make sense of them 
• Allow them to share their story without interruptions 
• Create processes that allow students a chance to share and be heard 

COLLABORATE 
• Encourage children to think ahead by discussing challenges they would face in carrying out their plans and help them consider how they can prevent or solve them 
• Guide students to first identify and understand their obstacles, communicate how they are feeling and describe the problems in their own words 
• Acknowledge children’s problem solving attempts whether or not the attempts are successful 

INSPIRE 
• Encourage children to spend time with other caring adults who can act as role models 
• Help children develop strategies to bring them closer to short and long term goal success 
• Support children’s abilities to speak up when things go wrong or when they are victimized 
• Help them become advocates for change 

 



 
 
 

Welcome to the Do the Write Thing Challenge! 
 

This project provides an opportunity for teachers and students to hold meaningful 
discussions about violence in the students’ lives.  While the writing submissions 
are the tangible results, teachers who have seized the opportunity to foster 
dialogue on these topics have seen much more meaningful effects in their 
students’ attitudes and outlooks on violence. 
 
This packet contains lesson plans designed to help stimulate these discussions.  
Feel free to use the materials as they are or adapt them to your own needs.  For 
each lesson, applicable Illinois State Learning Standards have been identified at 
the top of the teacher’s guide.  The reading mini-lessons contain excerpts from 
actual winning essays from past years.  These essays were transposed directly as 
the students wrote them and were not edited for spelling, grammar, or usage. 
 
CONTENTS: 
 
Brainstorming/Discussion Starters: 

1. One-Minute Drills: students brainstorm individually or in groups the 
prevalence of violence in the media. 

o Includes: teacher instructions 
2. Journal Questions 

o Includes: teacher instructions 
3. Violence Surveys: students conduct a survey of their peers.   

o Includes: teacher instructions, survey slips (two per page), 
student analysis worksheet, Excel instructions, grading rubric 

 
Reading Mini-Lessons: 

1. Allusions: identify allusions in a DtWT poem. 
o Includes: student worksheet, answer guide, extended response 

worksheet 
2. Compare and Contrast: two opposing viewpoints on causes of violence 

o Includes: student worksheet, answer guide, extended response 
 
Resources: 

1. On the Write Track Checklist 
2. Blank Extended Response Worksheet 
 

JCicero
Typewritten Text
LESSON PLANS

JCicero
Typewritten Text



Discussion Starters:  One-Minute Drills 
 
The following activity can help stimulate discussion among your students.  
It can be done as a station activity with the students moving around the 
room or individually in students’ seats. 

 
Materials: timer, student paper and pencils (individual) OR chart paper and 
markers (stations), whiteboard or overhead projector with markers 
 
Station activity:  
 
Set-up: Write one the following categories on each piece of chart paper and post 
at student height around room: 

1. Movies that Portray Violence 
2. Songs with Violent Lyrics 
3. Movies without Violence 
4. Songs without Violent Lyrics 

 
 ***Note that these categories – especially the song titles – may lead to answers 
that contain words not permissible in your classroom.  Depending on your classroom 
culture you may want to ask the students to censor their answers by writing only the first 
letter of an inappropriate word and then a dash, omitting the word completely, or limiting 
their answers to titles without any inappropriate words. 
 
Instructions to students: I will divide you into four groups.  When I say so, each 
group will go to its assigned poster and take 2 minutes to write as many items as 
they can think of in that category.  When I call time, each group will immediately 
move clockwise one poster and take 2 minutes to read what is already listed there 
and add their own.  We will move 2 more times so each group visits each poster. 
 
Individual activity: 
 
Instruct students to take out a sheet of paper and fold it in half twice to make 4 
equal rectangles.  Tell them that for each rectangle you are going to give them a 
topic and they will have one minute to write as many items as they can think of for 
each topic.  In the upper left section, give them the topic “Movies that portray 
violence” and allow one minute to brainstorm.  Then move to each of the next 
three topics listed above in turn. 
 
Post-activity discussion: Move all posters to the front of the room and have 
students return to their seats.  Compare the lengths of the lists of violent vs. 
nonviolent movies and songs.  In most classrooms the lists of violent movies will be 
longer.  Consider the following questions to start the discussion: 

• Why do you think so many more songs and movies are violent 
than nonviolent? 

• Is it easy for people your age to see violent tv shows and movies, 
even if they are rated PG-13 or R?  What about people younger 
than you? 

• Does seeing, hearing, and reading about violence influence the 
way people act? 



Do the Write Thing 
Sample Journal Questions 

 
 
 
 
 

3.A.3 Write compositions that contain complete sentences and effective 
paragraphs using English conventions 

3.B.3a Produce documents that convey a clear understanding and 
interpretation of ideas and information and display focus, 
organization, elaboration, and coherence 

 
 
Here are some sample journal questions for daily journaling activities that can lead 
into discussion on violence issues. 
 

• Where do you encounter violence in your life, and how does it 

affect you? 

 

• Who are your role models?  What do they teach you? 

 

• Imagine someone you know wants to fight you.  How could you 

walk away without losing face? 

 

• What do you think is the biggest problem you and your peers 

face?  How do you usually deal with it?  What would the ideal 

solution be? 

 

•  How is violence glamorized on tv and in games?  Is violence 

“cool”?  Does violence on tv and in movies affect the way people 

act in real life? 

I WILL compose clear and focused responses to open-ended questions. 
 



Survey on Violence – TEACHER GUIDE 
 
 
 
 
 

10.A.3a  Construct, read and interpret tables, graphs (including circle graphs) and charts to organize 
and represent data. 

3.B.3a  Produce documents that convey a clear understanding and interpretation of ideas and 
information and display focus, organization, elaboration and coherence. 

 
Materials needed: 

Survey slips, sample provided or create your own 
Student analysis worksheet 
Excel worksheet instructions (optional) 
Microsoft Excel (optional) 
Microsoft Word or comparable word processing program (optional) 
Printer (optional)  
 

This lesson provides students with the opportunity to survey their peers about exposure to 
violence.  A sample survey is provided, but you may wish to create your own or have the 
students create it.  In order to complete the provided Excel lesson plan, at least one question 
will need to offer multiple-choice answers.  The purpose of this lesson is to spark discussion 
among your students by examining the prevalence of violence in the media and their lives. 
 
Sample Size: Ideally students will have the opportunity to survey students in other classes at 
other grade levels, but if you cannot coordinate this opportunity with other teachers, one 
classroom will be sufficient. 
 
Groups vs. Individual: This activity can be completed individually by each student, in small 
groups, or a combination based on ability level.  You may choose to combine all responses and 
have each student analyze the same set of numbers or ask different groups to survey and 
analyze their own groups (for example: one group per grade level or classroom). 
 
Survey skills:  If your class has not completed surveys before, you may wish to review basics of 
survey completion.  Discussion should include sample size, accuracy, anonymity, what you 
hope to learn in this survey, and why surveys can be useful. 
 
Excel: The provided instruction sheet tells students how to create a pie chart in Microsoft 
Excel to analyze their data.  This project can be used as a technology or math grade.  Your 
principal received in his or her electronic packet an Excel file with preliminary data already 
filled in to assist your special needs students. 
 
Report:  Step 10 on the student instruction sheet instructs the students to paste their results 
into a Word document and include a paragraph summary of the poll and their findings.  You 
should provide specific instructions as to what you would like to see in each report.  Creating 
this report in Word gives a more print-friendly format, and if you have access to a color printer 
these reports make an excellent classroom or hallway display. 
 
Discussion:  You may choose to hold a classroom discussion analyzing the results before or 
after the students write their reports.  The discussion should address trends in the answers 
and what they might mean.  How does the amount of violence seen by students affect them?  
Do lower-elementary students (if surveyed) see too many violent movies or tv shows?  Were 
any of the answers surprising?  What were your students’ reactions to their findings? 
 
 

I WILL conduct a survey of my peers and analyze data. 
I WILL use Microsoft Excel to create a graphical representation of survey findings. 
I WILL create a report explaining an analyzing survey findings. 



DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ON THIS SURVEY! 
Your age: Your grade: Your room #: 

Please circle the best answer to each of the questions below. 
PLEASE BE HONEST! 

Rarely or not at all Once in a while (5-10 times 
per year) 1. How often do you watch 

violent movies? 
Often (1-2 per month) Regularly (1 per week or 

more) 

2. Do your parents control what 
kinds of movies and tv shows 
you watch? 

Yes No 

3. Have you ever seen an R-
rated movie? Yes No 

4. Do you own or play violent 
video or computer games? 

Yes No 

5. Have you seen violent 
behavior in real life with your 
own eyes? 

Yes No 

6. Have you been in a fight at 
school? 

Yes No 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ON THIS SURVEY! 
Your age: Your grade: Your room #: 

Please circle the best answer to each of the questions below. 
PLEASE BE HONEST! 

Rarely or not at all Once in a while (5-10 times 
per year) 1. How often do you watch 

violent movies? 
Often (1-2 per month) Regularly (1 per week or 

more) 

2. Do your parents control what 
kinds of movies and tv shows 
you watch? 

Yes No 

3. Have you ever seen an R-
rated movie? 

Yes No 

4. Do you own or play violent 
video or computer games? 

Yes No 

5. Have you seen violent 
behavior in real life with your 
own eyes? 

Yes No 

6. Do you feel safe from violence  
in your neighborhood? 

Yes No 



Name          Date   
 

Student Analysis Worksheet 
 
 
 

BEFORE conducting your survey, answer the following questions: 
1. What results do you expect to get? 
2. What will this survey show? 

 
Violence Survey: 
I surveyed Room Number ___________, Grade Level __________. 
 
The number of students who responded to my survey is _____________. 
 

Count the responses to your survey using tally marks, then count the tally marks to find the 
total number for each answer. 

 
Question 1: Multiple Choice 

Answer Number of Responses (tally) Total Number 

Rarely or not at all   

Once in a while   

Often   

Regularly   

Add up the total number of responses to each choice and make sure 
it matches the total number of people who responded to your 
survey. 

 

 
Questions 2 – 6: Yes or No 

Question # “Yes” tally “Yes” total “No” tally “No” total 

2.     

3.     

4.     

5.     

6.     

 
Analysis questions – AFTER you complete your survey: 

1. Did any of the results surprise you?  If so, which one(s)? 
2. What conclusions can you draw about the amount of violence reported by the 

people in your survey? 
3. Do you think your survey results represent other people in the same age group in 

other schools?  In other states? 

I WILL conduct a survey of my peers and analyze the data. 



Do the Write Thing – A Survey on Violence 
 
 
 
 

You have completed gathering data for your violence survey!  Use the instructions below to 
create a chart illustrating your data. 

 
 
 
 
 
1. In cell A1, type your name.  In cell B1, type your room number.  In cell A2 type “Violence Survey 

Results”.  In cell B2, type today’s date. 
 

2. Skip a row in Column A and type the answer choices – Rarely or 
not at all, Once in a while, Often, Regularly.  Rarely should be in 
Cell A4, Once in a while in A5, and so on. 

 
3. In Column B, type the number of responses for each answer next 

to the answer.  In my example, 15 people said they “Rarely or 
not at all” watch violent movies, so 
15 is in cell B4. 

 
4. Highlight the cells containing the answer choices and the numbers of 

responses by clicking on the top choice (“Rarely”), holding down your 
mouse button, and dragging down and over to the bottom.  Cells A4 
through A7 and B4 through B7 should be blue. 

 
5. From the menu at the top of the screen, click on Insert and go down to 

Chart.  A box will pop up.  Under Chart type, click on Pie and hit Next. 
 
6. The next box shows the data range.  It is already filled in for you, so just 

hit Next again. 

 
7. Click in the space marked Chart title and type the title of 

your chart.  Your title should be “Violence survey by <your 
name>” 

 
8. The box has three tabs.  You just filled in the Title, so now 

click on the third tab – Data Labels.  In the box marked Label 
Contains, click the boxes next to Category Name and 
Percentage.  Checkmarks will appear in the boxes and you 
will see a preview of the chart. 

 
9. Click Next.  The final box is filled in for you, so click Finish.  You will see your chart on the 

spreadsheet.  Select the chart by clicking your mouse over it and make a copy by holding down the 
Ctrl button and hitting C. 

 
10. Open a Microsoft Word document.  Type your name, room number, and today’s date at the top.  

Now write a paragraph explaining the survey.  You should include what question you asked, how 
many people responded and what grades they were in, what results you got, and what you think 
the results mean.  Then hit Enter to get to a new line and hold down the Ctrl button and hit V.  This 
will paste your chart into the Word document.  Save or print your file as instructed by your teacher. 

I WILL use Microsoft Excel to create a graphical representation of survey findings. 
I WILL create a report explaining an analyzing survey findings. 

Excel tips: 
Individual squares of a spreadsheet are called cells.  A cell is identified by its column and row.  Columns are 
labeled across the top with capital letters.  Rows are labeled along the side with numbers.  The cell in the top left 
corner of your sheet is called cell A1.  It is where Column A and Row 1 meet. 



Rubric for          Date   
 

Rubric – Do the Write Thing Violence Survey 
 
 
Excel Spreadsheet and Chart 

 2 1 0 
Survey 
categories 

Correctly placed in the 
spreadsheet 

Some missing or 
incomplete 

Missing or not correct 

Results  Accurate Some mistakes Missing or not correct 

Chart title Exactly as listed in 
instructions 

Present but not 
according to 
instructions 

Not present 

Chart 
categories and 
percentages 

Present on chart Either category name or 
percentages not labeled 
on chart 

Categories and 
percentages not listed 
on chart 

Chart legend Present  Missing 

Total Score for 
Spreadsheet: out of 10 % 

 

 
 
Summary Sheet 

 4 3 2 1 0 
Name, date, 
Room 
number 

All present One item 
missing 

Two items 
missing 

Three items 
missing 

Not present 

Survey 
question 
identified 

Question 
identified in 
complete 
sentence with 
appropriate 
punctuation 

Question 
identified but 
with 
grammatical 
or structural 
mistakes  

Question 
vague 

Question 
contains 
errors 

Question 
missing or 
incorrect 

Respondents 
identified 
(number and 
grade) 

Total number 
of 
respondents 
and their 
grades clearly 
identified 

Missing some 
statistical 
information 

Unclear 
description of 
respondents 

Incomplete 
description of 
respondents 

Respondents 
not 
identified 

Results listed All results 
clearly listed 
and identified 

Lists most 
results but 
incomplete 

Some results 
listed but 
some 
incomplete or 
inaccurate 

Inaccurate 
results listed 

Results 
missing 

Results 
analyzed 

Makes clear 
statement 
identifying 
interpretation 
of the results 

Attempts to 
explain results 
but does not 
do so clearly  

Somewhat 
unclear 
interpretation 
of results 

Very unclear 
interpretation 
of results 

Makes no 
attempt to 
interpret 
results 

Total Score 
for Summary out of 20 % 

 

 



Name          Date    
 

Do the Write Thing 
Allusion 
 
 
 

 
 
An allusion is a literary device in which the author refers to something but does not 
explicitly mention it.  Try to identify the allusions in the following Do the Write Thing 
finalist poem by Juan Carter of South Middle School in Colorado, and answer the 
additional questions. 
 

Gangbanging 
 

To be or not to be 
In love with the streets 

The guns the drugs 
The killings the mugs 

My cousin died 
Because he got shot up 

He was on the wrong street 
When he threw his hood up 

If colors meant killing 
I wish the world was black and white 

So I could walk down the street 
Without putting up a fight 

Youth violence comes from a broken home 
The moms at work your dad is gone 

That’s why the young people feel so alone 
Wishing they were grown 

So they won’t be rolling stone 
If I could change the hands of time 

I would fulfill the Dr.’s dream 
Gangbanging and dope fiends wouldn’t exist 

There would be peace on earth 
And everybody would be throwing up their fist 

There’s no one stopping us. 
 

Identify two allusions made in this poem:  

 
What is the tone of this poem?  

What is your response to this poem?  

 

I WILL identify and analyze allusions in a contemporary poem. 
I WILL respond to a literary text. 

1 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
10 
 
 
 
 
15 
 
 
 
 
20 
 
 



Do the Write Thing 
Allusion – TEACHER GUIDE 
 
 
 
 

2.A.3a Identify and analyze a variety of literary techniques (e.g. figurative language, 
allusion, dialogue, description, word choice, dialect) within classical and 
contemporary works representing a variety of genres. 

2.B.3a Respond to literary material from personal, creative, and critical points of 
view. 

 
An allusion is a literary device in which the author refers to but does not explicitly 
mention something.  Try to identify the allusions in the following Do the Write 
Thing finalist poem by Juan Carter of South Middle School in Colorado. 
 

Gangbanging 
 

To be or not to be 
In love with the streets 

The guns the drugs 
The killings the mugs 

My cousin died 
Because he got shot up 

He was on the wrong street 
When he threw his hood up 

If colors meant killing 
I wish the world was black and white 

So I could walk down the street 
Without putting up a fight 

Youth violence comes from a broken home 
The moms at work your dad is gone 

That’s why the young people feel so alone 
Wishing they were grown 

So they won’t be rolling stone 
If I could change the hands of time 

I would fulfill the Dr.’s dream 
Gangbanging and dope fiends wouldn’t exist 

There would be peace on earth 
And everybody would be throwing up their fist 

There’s no one stopping us. 
 

Identify two allusions made in this poem: “To be or not to be” (Line 1) – Shakespeare’s 
Hamlet speech; “the Dr.’s dream” (Line 19) – Dr. Martin Luther King 
 

What is the tone of this poem? Frustrated but hopeful at the end – “There’s no one stopping us.” 

What is your response to this poem? (Answers will vary) 

 

1 
 
 
 

5 
 
 
 
 
10 
 
 
 
 

15 
 
 
 

 
20 
 
 
 

I WILL identify and analyze allusions in a contemporary poem. 
I WILL respond to a literary text. 



Name                                                                                                  Date 
 

Extended Response - Gangbanging 
 
 

 
 

Question: Is the author of the poem Gangbanging someone you would get along 
with or not?  Use specific examples from your life and the poem to support your 
answer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 Compose your answer below.  Use the back of this sheet if necessary. 

Examples and evidence from my own life: 
•  

•  

•  

Examples and evidence from the text: 
•  

•  

•  

 

Teacher comments: Score: 

I WILL draw inferences, conclusions, or generalizations about the text and support them 
with textual evidence. 



Name           Date 

Do the Write Thing 
Compare and Contrast 
 
 

 
Read the following two passages and answer the questions below.  
 

Excerpt from “Youth Violence” by Larissa Bilynskyj, C.C.A. Baldi School, Philadelphia, PA 

 There has been an outbreak of kids committing crimes of violence everywhere.  From bullying kids for lunch 
money, to shootings and gangs, youth violence has been expanding more than we want.  As much as one loves to 
put the blame on the child’s parent, or the media, or entertainment industry, we all know that in order for a teen to 
resort to violence, that teen must confront their own self first.  When a kid decides to take that first swing at someone 
at school or to point a gun at someone in the street, it doesn’t truly matter what music that kid has heard, or what 
their parents have taught them – kids are human, and can very well think for themselves.  While violence in music, 
video games, and movies, and the lack of values received from their parents may lead a kid to join that gang, buy 
that gun, or become threatening to other students at school, the only one who can make the final decision to pull 
the trigger or make the first hit that turns into a bloody fight, is that child.  It is time for people to realize that while 
violent influences surrounding a child may very well influence their opinions on violence, only they can truly carry out 
the despicable values they see around them.  Not all children who have grown up in a household without values, 
and enjoy entertainment with violence, grow up to be violent.  Why?  These children are not cold-hearted people 
who can find it in their hearts to commit acts of violence.  There is no excuse for being violent.  Do not blame it on 
your mother or father; accept the blame yourself.  Only a cold-hearted person will intentionally use violence.  The fact 
that you have been exposed to violence all your life will not make you able, in your heart, to pull the trigger of a gun 
and kill or hurt someone.  It is all in YOUR heart, and in YOUR mind. 
  
Excerpt from “Violence” by Justin Greene, Pearl River County Junior High, Mississippi 

 One of the worst contributions to youth violence is the number of gangs in school and outside of school.  
The gangs usually influence drugs and/or alcohol.  Usually weapons are involved in gangs also.  If someone makes a 
gang mad, disaster could happen.  They may attack the person, either with fists or weapons. …Gangs are usually very 
violent and need to be stopped. 
 The media contributes an extremely large amount to youth violence.  When I say the media I am referring to 
TV, music, and video games in particular.  Most music by rap artists include sexuality and violence, mainly toward 
women.  TV shows, especially those that young children watch, can influence major violence. … Video games also 
have a large affect on teens and kids.  Games such as “Grand Theft Auto” include Sexuality, Drug and alcohol use, 
language, blood and gore, and scenes of gang related crimes.  These kinds of games are getting into children’s 
homes, and it is influencing a lot of their decisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the main point of Larissa’s essay? 
 
What is the main point of Justin’s essay? 
 
What is the main difference between the two authors’ opinions on the causes of youth violence?  
 
 
What do you think the two authors would agree on? 

I WILL compare and contrast viewpoints of different authors on a topic 

What does Larissa think is the main cause of youth 
violence? 

i) gangs 
j) alcohol 
k) people’s own choices 
l) music 

Why does Justin mention “Grand Theft Auto” in his 
second paragraph? 

m) He wants it for Christmas  
n) To give an example of a violent game 
o) To tell about a recent outbreak of violence 
p) To recommend children play it 



Do the Write Thing 
Compare and Contrast – TEACHER GUIDE 
 
 
 
1.C.3c  Compare, contrast, and evaluate ideas and information from various sources and genres  

 
Excerpt from “Youth Violence” by Larissa Bilynskyj, C.C.A. Baldi School, Philadelphia, PA 

 There has been an outbreak of kids committing crimes of violence everywhere.  From bullying kids for lunch 
money, to shootings and gangs, youth violence has been expanding more than we want.  As much as one loves to 
put the blame on the child’s parent, or the media, or entertainment industry, we all know that in order for a teen to 
resort to violence, that teen must confront their own self first.  When a kid decides to take that first swing at someone 
at school or to point a gun at someone in the street, it doesn’t truly matter what music that kid has heard, or what 
their parents have taught them – kids are human, and can very well think for themselves.  While violence in music, 
video games, and movies, and the lack of values received from their parents may lead a kid to join that gang, buy 
that gun, or become threatening to other students at school, the only one who can make the final decision to pull 
the trigger or make the first hit that turns into a bloody fight, is that child.  It is time for people to realize that while 
violent influences surrounding a child may very well influence their opinions on violence, only they can truly carry out 
the despicable values they see around them.  Not all children who have grown up in a household without values, 
and enjoy entertainment with violence, grow up to be violent.  Why?  These children are not cold-hearted people 
who can find it in their hearts to commit acts of violence.  There is no excuse for being violent.  Do not blame it on 
your mother or father; accept the blame yourself.  Only a cold-hearted person will intentionally use violence.  The fact 
that you have been exposed to violence all your life will not make you able, in your heart, to pull the trigger of a gun 
and kill or hurt someone.  It is all in YOUR heart, and in YOUR mind. 
  
Excerpt from “Violence” by Justin Greene, Pearl River County Junior High, Mississippi 

 One of the worst contributions to youth violence is the number of gangs in school and outside of school.  
The gangs usually influence drugs and/or alcohol.  Usually weapons are involved in gangs also.  If someone makes a 
gang mad, disaster could happen.  They may attack the person, either with fists or weapons. …Gangs are usually very 
violent and need to be stopped. 
 The media contributes an extremely large amount to youth violence.  When I say the media I am referring to 
TV, music, and video games in particular.  Most music by rap artists include sexuality and violence, mainly toward 
women.  TV shows, especially those that young children watch, can influence major violence. … Video games also 
have a large affect on teens and kids.  Games such as “Grand Theft Auto” include Sexuality, Drug and alcohol use, 
language, blood and gore, and scenes of gang related crimes.  These kinds of games are getting into children’s 
homes, and it is influencing a lot of their decisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the main point of Larissa’s essay?  People make their own choices about whether to be violent 
 
What is the main point of Justin’s essay?  Violence is mainly caused by factors such as the media  
 
What is the main difference between the two authors’ opinions on the causes of youth violence?  
Larissa blames internal factors about a person for causing that individual to commit violent acts, but Justin 

blames external factors from children’s environments. 

What do you think the two authors would agree on? Violence has a negative effect; violence is too 

prominent in our society; any reasonable answer

I WILL compare and contrast viewpoints of different authors on a topic 

What does Larissa think is the main cause of youth 
violence? 

a) gangs 
b) alcohol 
c) people’s own choices 
d) music 

Why does Justin mention “Grand Theft Auto” in his 
second paragraph? 

e) He wants it for Christmas  
f) To give an example of a violent game 
g) To tell about a recent outbreak of violence 
h) To recommend children play it 



Name                                                                                                  Date 
 

Extended Response – Causes of Youth Violence 
To be used with Compare and Contrast DtWT exercise. 

 
 

 

 
Question: Imagine you are having a conversation with Larissa or Justin about 
youth violence.  Choose ONE of the two authors and tell him or her whether you 
agree or disagree with his or her essay on the causes of youth violence and 
explain why, using examples from the text and from your own experience. 
 

1. Will you address Larissa or Justin? 

2. Do you agree or disagree with him/her? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Compose your answer below.  Use the back of this sheet if necessary. 

Examples and evidence from my own life: 
•  

•  

•  

Examples and evidence from the text: 
•  

•  

•  

 

Teacher comments: Score: 

I WILL draw inferences, conclusions, or generalizations about the text and support them 
with textual evidence. 



Name Title of Writing
Date Assignment                                Version #

Done! Getting There Work on It
Paragraph Form
All Paragraphs Indented
Paragraphs appropriately separated
Paragraphs appropriate lengths
Transitions present between paragraphs
Paragraphs in logical, coherant order

Done! Getting There Work on It
Vocabulary 
High-level vocabulary used
Words match tone of piece
Variety of words used
Descriptions create vivid images
Words have appropriate denotation
Words have appropriate connotation
Words flow freely, are not awkward

Done! Getting There Work on It
Sentence Structure
All sentences start with a capital letter
All sentences end with appropriate punctuation
No run-ons or fragments present
Commas appropriately used
Quotation marks correctly used
Variety of sentence lengths and types
Sentences flow smoothly
Variety of sentence starts

Done! Getting There Work on It
Grammar and Usage
Subjects and verbs agree
Verb tense is consistant and appropriate
Apostrophes used correctly
Adjectives and adverbs used correctly
Modifiers correctly placed
Compound sentences joined correctly
Pronouns used correctly
Irregular verbs correctly conjugated
Avoid could of, should of, a lot, etc
Name self last in a series
Avoid double negatives
Prepositions not dangled

On the Write Track Checklist



Name Title of Writing
Date Assignment                                Version #

Done! Getting There Work on It
Spelling and Capitalization
All words are correctly spelled
Correct homophones chosen
Proper nouns capitalized
Abbreviations and contractions correctly spelled
Titles correctly capitalized
Quotations correctly capitalized
Common nouns within a sentence not capitalized

Done! Getting There Work on It
Content
Purpose of piece is consistantly clear
Story/plot builds through until ending
Author establishes empathy
Plot, setting, and dialogue are realistic
Details given to provide elaboration
Storyline/support is logical and complete
Work expresses an important theme
Tone is well-established and maintained
Events are appropriately sequenced

Done! Getting There Work on It
Introduction
Present and complete
Exciting hook/gains interest
Identifies purpose (implicitly or explicitly)
Introduces main idea
Establishes structure and tone
Previews piece

Done! Getting There Work on It
Conclusion
Wraps up solution
Ties up loose ends/answers lingering questions
Leaves audience with parting thought

Done! Getting There Work on It
Presentation
Margins are neat
Paper is clean - no rips, tears, wrinkles, spots
Headings, titles, page numbers correctly placed
Handwriting is legible/font is clear
No scribbles or add-ins
Words correctly spaced



Name                                                                                                  Date 
 

Extended Response 
 
 

 
 

Question:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Compose your answer below.  Use the back of this sheet if necessary. 

Examples and evidence from my own life: 
•  

•  

•  

Examples and evidence from the text: 
•  

•  

•  

 

Teacher comments: Score: 

I WILL draw inferences, conclusions, or generalizations about the text and support them 
with textual evidence. 
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Student Information and Welcome to the  
 

Chicago 2019 Do the Write Thing Challenge 
 
Dear Students: 
 
Your participation in the Do the Write Thing Challenge is an important step in your personal 
commitment to end youth violence.  Your words and thoughts are so very important and each of 
you will make a difference through your choice to stand up and be heard.  Please view our 
website to see how others like you were recognized and heard: www.dothewritethingchicago.org. 
 
 
We know it is always hard to begin to write about violence, but take the time to think about 3 
important things and, as you do, the thoughts and words will come to you. 
 

• How has violence affected my life? 
• What are the causes of youth violence? 
• What can I do about youth violence? 
 

As a student author, there are a few rules you will need to follow which are listed below:  
 

Things to Remember 
 
1. Your writing project can be in the form of an essay, poem, song or play.  It should 

address the 3 above topics. 
2. Only you can work on your project. 
3. Each entry should be 500-1000 words long.  Poems can be shorter than 500 words.  
4. Each entry must be typed or written clearly in black ink on notebook paper.  Please use 
 only one side of the paper and number each page. 
5. Entries must be in English. 
6. If you are making up the story, you must tell us that. 
7. If you use a quote or information from a book or online, you must use quotation marks 

and let us know where you got the information (i.e., cite the name and source quoted). 
8. The writing you submit must have the “Cover Sheet and Student and Parent/Guardian 

Consent Statement” form signed and attached. (Your teacher will give you that form to 
be signed by you and your parent/guardian). 

 
US-DOCS\103278086.1 
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Now is the time to 

DO THE
Write

THING!
Teachers, politicians, and leaders all over the country are talking 
about youth violence. Now it’s time for YOUR voice to be heard. 
Join thousands of teenagers across the United States in writing an 
original essay, poem, fictional story, or play addressing the following 
questions:
•	How	has	violence	affected	my	life?

•	What	can	I	DO	to	prevent	youth	violence?
•	What	are	the	causes	of	youth	violence?

GUIDELINES
• All entries must be ORIGINAL works,

submitted on 8.5”x11” paper.
• Entries should be approximately 500-

1000 words in length.
• If an entry is fiction, it must be

identified as so.
• Editing of any kind by anyone other

than the student is not permitted.

PRIZES
• 100 Chicago students will represent 

their schools at an awards banquet.
• 10 finalists will receive trophies.
• 2 finalists will serve as ambassadors 

to the national Do the Write Thing 
Summit in Washington D.C. in the 
summer of 2019. 

ENTRY DEADLINE IS JANUARY 25, 2019!
Find out more by visiting 

www.dothewritethingchicago.org
or find us on Facebook
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